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* * * * *

The publication here of the first annual report of the SEL Committee on
Current Literature deals with the publications of 1977. However incomplete

it may be — some of the recorders who agreed to cooperate never sent their

reports and some countries of great lepidopterological past, e.g. Germany
(Bundesrepublik Deutschland) and Switzerland, appear to have no interest

to take part in the programme — it is a good Start. Readers are very likely

to find some incomplete data and most unfortunately also various inconsisten-

cies and typographical errors. Please do not blame the Editor of Nota lepi-

dopterologica for these errors! The Editor cannot check up every reference

with the original unless he receives the Originals from the authors! And al-

though the Editor is lucky to understand — in a way — probably more lan-

guages than an average mortal he cannot correct or alter the spelling without

the examination of the original! Therefore every error that appeared on the

card is almost certain to reappear also in Nota lepidopterologica.

In the next issue of Nota lepidopterologica there will be the report on the

First European Congress of Lepidopterology which took place in Paris in

spring 1978. After this issue the Nota lepidopterologica will return to the

"original" form, that is to the new original form. And it is hoped that you
will find the new — or rather improved — form to your satisfaction.

This issue is the first produced by our new printers — Leppelt druck+repro —
and it is hoped that this change will give us better quality and other long

term advantages. However, the change came at an inconvenient time from

the technical point of view: the preparation of the 'Current Literature' and
'Congress' numbers is more demanding. Editor
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